Viruses can be classified into archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses according to the taxonomy of the infected host. The host-constrained perception of viruses implies preference of genetic exchange between viruses and cellular organisms of their host superkingdoms and viral origins from host cells either via escape or reduction. However, viruses frequently establish non-lytic interactions with organisms and endogenize into the genomes of bacterial endosymbionts that reside in eukaryotic cells. Such interactions create opportunities for genetic exchange between viruses and organisms of non-host superkingdoms. Here, we take an atypical approach to revisit virus-cell interactions by first identifying protein fold structures in the proteomes of archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses and second by tracing their spread in the proteomes of superkingdoms Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. The exercise quantified protein structural homologies between viruses and organisms of their host and non-host superkingdoms and revealed likely candidates for virus-to-cell and cell-to-virus gene transfers. Unexpected lifestyle-driven genetic affiliations between bacterioviruses and Eukarya and eukaryoviruses and Bacteria were also predicted in addition to a large cohort of protein folds that were universally shared by viral and cellular proteomes and virus-specific protein folds not detected in cellular proteomes. These protein folds provide unique insights into viral origins and evolution that are generally difficult to recover with traditional sequence alignment-dependent evolutionary analyses owing to the fast mutation rates of viral gene sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Depending on the nature of the infected host, viruses can be broadly classified into three major groups, archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses (Krupovic et al., 2016) , and eukaryoviruses, in addition to the lesser-known virophages that parasitize giant viruses (La Scola et al., 2003 . While host jumps are common (Longdon et al., 2014; Geoghegan et al., 2017) , such as HIV from chimps (Sharp and Hahn, 2010) , SARS Coronavirus from bats (Li et al., 2005) , H1N1 from birds (Webby and Webster, 2001) , and arboviruses that replicate in mammalian cells and insect vectors, viruses are not known to infect cellular organisms separated by superkingdom (domain of life) boundaries (Nasir et al., 2014 . This has been confirmed by recent studies revealing strong biases in the distribution of viral replicon types in superkingdoms such as the paucity of discovered RNA and retrotranscribing viruses in prokaryotes and their abundance and diversity in eukaryotic species such as mammals and vertebrates (Nasir et al., 2014; Koonin et al., 2015) . The highly specific nature of virus-host interactions logically constrains genetic exchange to occur more frequently between the interacting partners. For example, bacterioviruses are known to capture bacterial genes involved in toxins and photosynthesis Lindell et al., 2004) . Similarly, eukaryoviruses often capture genes involved in antiviral immunity from eukaryotic cells (Elde and Malik, 2009; Rappoport and Linial, 2012) . Thus, host-constrained evolution of viral lineages has led to favoring either the "escape" or "reduction" models for the origin of modern viruses, both attributing viral origins from modern or ancient host cells (reviewed in Hendrix et al., 2000; Forterre and Krupovic, 2012; Nasir et al., 2012b) .
Virus-host affiliations however are largely established by observing the cytopathic effects of viral infection or by microscopy detection of virion particles. These properties relate to the lytic mode of viral reproduction that has historically remained on focus due to the noxious effects that lysis has on human health, livestock, and agriculture. However, viruses can also frequently endogenize by integration into cellular genomes (Feschotte and Gilbert, 2012) , sometimes providing useful novel genes to make them evolutionarily competitive (Cornelis et al., 2012) . Moreover, many viruses either infect bacterial symbionts of eukaryotic cells (e.g., the bacterial component of the human microbiota, Turnbaugh et al., 2007) or reside as prophages in the genomes of obligate intracellular bacteria that infect a wide range of eukaryotic hosts . These virus-cell interactions are largely non-lytic in nature and because they do not yield the classic phenotypic effects of viral infection, have likely remained underestimated through established methods of virus discovery (reviewed in . Importantly, such interactions blur the traditional concept of "virus host" and raise the possibility of viruses interacting (not necessarily in a lytic manner) and exchanging genetic material simultaneously with more than one superkingdom of life. Bordenstein and Bordenstein (2016) recently reported an example of a eukaryotic gene module in bacteriophage WO residing as prophage in the intracellular α-proteobacterium Wolbachia, which infects a large group of insects. In order to produce viral progeny, the bacteriophage WO must neutralize antiviral defense and enter/exit the membranes of both bacterial and eukaryal organisms (Bordenstein and Bordenstein, 2016) . The study therefore offered unique insights into virus-cell interactions that extend beyond their known hosts and identified viruses of endosymbiotic bacteria as interesting examples of vectors with genetic material from non-host superkingdoms.
Here we take a comparative genomic approach to revisit virus-cell interactions by identifying the repertoires of protein structural domains (proteomes) in 3,440 viruses categorized into archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses and tracing their spread in the proteomes of 1,620 "hosts" from Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. Protein domains were grouped into fold superfamilies (FSFs), as defined by the structural classification of proteins (SCOP) database (Andreeva et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2014) to include distantly related domains that show negligible sequence identity (can be < 15%) but recognizable common three-dimensional (3D) cores and biochemical functions that are likely indicative of shared ancestry. The evolutionary conservation of FSFs makes them useful molecular characters for inferring long-term viral evolutionary patterns, especially since fast mutational rates of viral gene sequences (Sanjuán et al., 2010) sometimes prohibit meaningful global evolutionary analyses (Abroi and Gough, 2011; Caetano-Anollés and Nasir, 2012; Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015) .
The comparative exercise of tracing the spread of each viral FSF in cellular proteomes was made explicit with an f -value representing the fraction of cellular proteomes encoding individual FSFs (see Methods). The f -values of viral FSFs in cellular proteomes and their reported biochemical functions were then used to postulate hypotheses regarding the direction of gene transfer, virus-to-cell or cell-to-virus (see Figure 1 for demonstration). For example, an FSF with a viral hallmark function (e.g., virion synthesis) that had negligible presence in proteomes of a cellular superkingdom (e.g., f < 1%) was considered a candidate for horizontal gene transfer (HGT) event from virus-to-cell rather than from cell-to-virus as the latter would require invoking multiple gene loss events in related cellular species. This approach of inferring the likely direction of gene transfer is thus similar to considering anomalous phylogenetic distributions of genes in closely related species as more likely a result of HGT rather than vertical inheritance and loss. This method reliably detects HGT events (Philippe and Douady, 2003) , especially in viral genes where sequence identity with cellular counterparts may be too low to produce meaningful alignment-dependent phylogenetic trees (Nasir and CaetanoAnollés, 2015) . The tracings yielded unique insights into genetic transfers between viruses and cells, highlighted the quantitatively greater cross-superkingdom genetic exchange occurring between bacterioviruses and eukaryotes and eukaryoviruses and bacteria, and supported models of viral origins from ancient cells (Nasir et al., 2012b) . The genetic crosstalk between viral and cellular proteomes that we uncover with this comparative genomics FIGURE 1 | Demonstration of virus-to-cell and cell-to-virus HGT events. Ten genomes are displayed as colored closed disks each for Archaea (black), Bacteria (blue), Eukarya (green), and viruses. Seven out of 10 viral genomes encode different virus hallmark FSFs (with incidence represented by different shades of red) such as those involved in virion synthesis and capsid assembly. If any of these virus-hallmark FSFs is detected in no more than 1/10 cellular genomes (real f-values are even lower), the event is determined to be virus-to-cell HGT. In turn, any of the cellular FSFs that are widespread in cells (i.e., present in 9/10 cellular genomes) are detected in a viral genome, that event is determined to be cell-to-virus HGT.
approach presents a more global picture for evolutionary understanding of virus-cell interactions that goes beyond the perceived textbook definitions of virus hosts .
RESULTS

A Large Number of Protein Folds Shared
Exclusively between Viruses and Their Host Genomes Were Likely Transferred from Viruses to Cells A total of 98, 441, and 489 FSFs were detected in the proteomes of 62 archaeoviruses, 1,223 bacterioviruses, and 2,155 eukaryoviruses (Table S1 ), respectively (Figure 2) . Based on the presence/absence of these viral FSFs in 1,620 cellular proteomes from Archaea (122 in number), Bacteria (1,115), and Eukarya (383), seven mutually exclusive Venn groups could be defined each for archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses: A (viral FSFs shared only with archaeal proteomes), B (shared only with bacterial proteomes), E (shared only with eukaryotic proteomes), AB (shared only with prokaryotic proteomes), AE (shared only with archaeal and eukaryal proteomes), BE (shared only with bacterial and eukaryal proteomes), and ABE (shared with proteomes of all three superkingdoms), in addition to virusspecific (V) FSFs not detected in cellular proteomes (Figure 2) .
Under the expected host-constrained evolution model of viral lineages, viruses of any superkingdom are expected to share more FSFs with organisms of their host superkingdom rather than with organisms of other superkingdoms. Indeed, archaeoviruses shared a single FSF exclusively with Archaea (Venn group A; Hypothetical protein D-63) but none exclusively with Bacteria (group B) and Eukarya (group E) (Figure 2 , Table 1 ). In turn, bacterioviruses shared 29 FSFs exclusively with Bacteria (group B) but also 2 and 6 FSFs with Archaea and Eukarya in groups A and E, respectively. Similarly, eukaryoviruses shared 37 FSFs exclusively with Eukarya (group E) but also 1 and 5 FSFs with Archaea and Bacteria in groups A and B, respectively (Figure 2 , Table 1 ). At first glance, the data support the idea that viruses tend to share/exchange more genes with their host groups relative to organisms they do not infect or associate with.
Remarkably, the 29 FSFs shared exclusively between bacterioviral and bacterial proteomes included several viral hallmark proteins involved in phage (virus) assembly such as the gp9 and gp10 proteins, head-binding, head-to-tail joining, head decoration, and tail proteins, along with the major coat proteins of ssDNA harboring bacterioviruses (Inoviridae) and the dimerization domain of bacteriophage T4 recombination endonuclease VII (Table 1 ). In addition, the coiled-coiled domain of bacterial neurotoxin involved in host virulence was also detected. Interestingly, the majority of FSFs in group B had f -values close to 0 indicating their rare presence in bacterial proteomes (Table 1) . Collectively, therefore, the enrichment of the B Venn group in viral hallmark functions with negligible presence in bacterial proteomes suggests that these genes were likely acquired by bacterial cells from viruses via virus-to-cell HGT, a phenomenon that has been assumed to be relatively less frequent than cell-to-virus HGT (Moreira and Lopez-Garcia, 2009) , though now increasingly being revisited (Forterre, 2016) . Similarly, viral hallmark proteins such as the viral capsid and coat-related proteins (e.g., the "jelly-roll" and "double jelly-roll" folds) (Abrescia et al., 2012) , viral glycoproteins and matrix proteins, the integrase proteins of retroviruses and HIV, and toxins were part of the 37 FSFs shared exclusively between eukaryoviruses and Eukarya (the E Venn group) with low f -values in eukaryal proteomes ( Table 1) . These viral hallmark proteins shared exclusively between eukaryoviruses and eukaryotes could therefore also represent episodes of virus-to-cell gene transfer. In turn, other E FSFs such as the CCCH zinc finger domains (involved in regulation and DNA binding), CAD and PB1 domains (cell cycle and apoptosis), CRAL/TRIO domains (likely functional components of the visual cycle), TRAF-domain like (involved in stress response, immunity, apoptosis, among other roles), and others were near ubiquitous in eukaryotic proteomes (i.e., f -value close to 1.0, FIGURE 2 | Sharing of protein structural domains between viral and cellular proteomes. The Venn diagrams illustrate the number of FSFs detected in the proteomes of archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses and their distributions in the proteomes of superkingdoms Archaea (A), Bacteria (B), and Eukarya (E). n = total number of viral proteomes, m = total number of FSFs detected in viral proteomes. V represents virus-specific FSFs ( Table 2) . 
Frontiers in Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org FSFs shared exclusively between the proteomes of host superkingdoms, Archaea (A), Bacteria (B), and Eukarya (E), and the proteomes of their viruses, archaeoviruses (AV), bacterioviruses (BV), and eukaryoviruses (EV). FSFs are identified both by SCOP numeric IDs and alpha-numeric concise classification strings (ccs). FSF distribution (f-values, number of proteomes in a superkingdom or virus group encoding an FSF/total number of proteomes in that superkingdom or virus group) are also listed. FSF b.57.1 was also detected in eukaryoviruses in addition to Bacteria and bacterioviruses and FSFs b.121.2 and b.121.5 were also detected in bacterioviruses in addition Eukarya and eukaryoviruses possibly indicating genetic crosstalk or ancient ancestry (read text). These FSFs are highlighted in bold. Table 1 ). These "cell-like" proteins detected in eukaryoviruses could therefore suggest recent gene capture by viruses from cells (i.e., cell-to-virus HGT) as likely part of viral mimicry of cellular proteins to interfere with the antiviral response (Elde and Malik, 2009) . In summary, a large number of FSFs shared exclusively between viruses and their host genomes had rare presence in hosts and were involved in virus-hallmark functions suggesting these genes likely originated in viral lineages and were later transferred to their host cells.
Traces of Genetic Crosstalk between Viruses and Non-host Superkingdoms Could Be Recovered from the Comparative Genomic Data
While the data of Figure 2 indicated significant levels of genetic exchange restricted between viruses and their known host superkingdoms, some bacterioviral and eukaryoviral FSFs were also shared with Eukarya and Bacteria, respectively (archaeoviruses shared no domains exclusively with either Bacteria or Eukarya) (Figure 2 , Tables S2-S4). For example, bacterioviruses shared 2 FSFs exclusively with Archaea (group A) and 6 with Eukarya (group E) ( Table S3) . Interestingly, 4/6 E FSFs in bacterioviruses could be considered viral hallmark proteins such as FSFs b.121.2 (the "double jelly-roll" fold hallmark of capsid proteins of the PRD1/Adenoviruslike lineage) (Bamford, 2003; Abrescia et al., 2012) , b.121.5 (the "jelly-roll" fold in ssDNA viruses members of the Picornavirus-like lineage), d.85.1 (capsid/coat related fold in RNA bacteriophages), and a.251.1 (the phage replication organizer domain) ( Table S3) . Viruses have been recently (re)-classified into structure-based lineages based on 3D structural similarities in capsid/coat architectures or common principles of functional virion construction (Bamford, 2003; Abrescia et al., 2012; . Some of the lineages such as the PRD1/Adenovirus-like lineage (characterized by the so-called "double jelly-roll" fold) include member viruses infecting the three cellular superkingdoms (Bamford, 2003; Abrescia et al., 2012) . Thus, it is no surprise that bacterioviruses share capsid/coat related protein folds characteristic of eukaryoviruses. It is however indeed intriguing to note that these FSFs were present in eukaryotic proteomes, especially because the capsid is considered to be a virus hallmark (Benson et al., 2004; Abrescia et al., 2010 ). Thus, rare occurrences of capsid/coat related genes in cellular proteomes are more likely due to virus-to-cell HGT or their utilization in the assembly of capsid-like architectures in cells (e.g., carboxysomes and protein microcompartments in prokaryotes, Yeates et al., 2007 Yeates et al., , 2011 that are hitherto believed to be rare in cells (Cheng and Brooks, 2013; .
In turn, eukaryoviruses shared a single FSF exclusively with Archaea (group A; Chromosomal protein MC1) and 5 FSFs exclusively with Bacteria (group B) ( Table S4 ). The MC1 protein is associated with thermophilic archaeal species (f -value = 0.26 in Archaea) and is involved in protecting DNA denaturation at high temperature (Chartier et al., 1989) . Its presence in eukaryoviruses (but not in eukaryotic proteomes!) is therefore intriguing and could signal undiscovered viral-mediated interactions between eukaryotic and archaeal species. In turn, the 5 FSFs shared exclusively between eukaryoviruses and bacterial proteomes (the B Venn group) included capsid proteins (Outer capsid protein sigma 3) and other virus and cell-like proteins likely indicating a mixed ancestry (Table S4) .
Finally, the BE Venn group for archaeoviruses, the AE group for bacterioviruses, and the AB group for eukaryoviruses may also represent genetic exchanges occurring between viruses and non-host superkingdoms. For archaeoviruses, the d.285.1 (DNAbinding domain of intron-encoded endonucleases), a.118.25 (TROVE domain-like), and b.22.1 (TNF-like) FSFs were detected in the BE group. In turn, only one bacterioviral FSF (d.282.1, SSo0622-like) was detected in the AE group and 2 eukaryoviral FSFs were detected in the AB group (a.18.1, T4 endonuclease V and g.90.1, E6 C-terminal domain-like) (highlighted in Tables S2-S4 ). These FSFs are likely candidates of genetic transfer occurring between viruses and non-host superkingdoms, more likely in the cell-to-virus direction because of the "cell-like" nature of these FSFs.
An Unanticipated Relatively Greater Genetic Affiliation between Bacterioviruses and Eukaryal Proteomes and Eukaryoviruses and Bacterial Proteomes
Bacterioviruses shared 66 FSFs and eukaryoviruses shared 65 FSFs with both Bacteria and Eukarya (the BE groups), respectively, which constituted 15 and 13% of total bacterioviral and eukaryoviral FSFs, respectively (Figure 2) . Only 20 BE FSFs overlapped and the remaining (46/66 in bacterioviruses and 45/65 in eukaryoviruses) were uniquely shared with bacterial and eukaryal proteomes (Figure 3A) , thus extending the total number of BE FSFs to 111. The 46 BE FSFs unique to bacterioviruses (i.e., FSFs detected in bacterioviral, bacterial and eukaryal proteomes but not in eukaryoviral proteomes) were significantly more widespread in bacterial proteomes (Welch two-sample t-test, P = 0.01) while the 45 BE FSFs unique to eukaryoviruses (FSFs detected in eukaryoviral, bacterial and eukaryal proteomes but not in bacterioviral proteomes) were significantly more widespread in eukaryotic proteomes (P < 0.0001) with f -values approaching 1.0 in some cases ( Figure 3B) .
We hypothesize that bacterioviruses and eukaryoviruses acquired BE FSFs directly from their host cells (i.e., Bacteria and Eukarya, respectively) without the need to invoke genetic crosstalk between viruses and non-host superkingdoms and also between bacterioviruses and eukaryoviruses (since these FSFs were absent in one of the two viral groups except for the 20 common BE FSFs, Figure 3A) . While, this may represent the generic trend, we noticed that 6 BE FSFs unique to bacterioviruses had an f -value that was 25% higher in eukaryotic proteomes than the corresponding f -value in bacterial proteomes (highlighted in Table S5 ). For example, FSF d.344.1 (PriA/YqbF domain) was present in roughly 95% of eukaryotic proteomes and in only 2% bacterial proteomes (i.e., f -value differential of 93%). For another 22 BE FSFs, the differential in f -values was either negligible or below the 25% cutoff making it difficult to establish the likely direction of origin (i.e., from Eukarya to bacterioviruses or from Bacteria to bacterioviruses). In fact, only 18 out of 46 BE FSFs in bacterioviruses had an f -value > 25% in bacterial proteomes than the corresponding f -value in eukaryotic proteomes (Table S5) . Therefore, closer inspection of BE FSFs in bacterioviruses indicated that both sources of origin could be considered likely, especially when accounting for the relative preference of bacterial species to become endosymbionts of eukaryotes and considering mechanical similarities between bacterial and eukaryotic cells (read below). The same was also true for 20 BE FSFs common to bacterioviruses and eukaryoviruses where the f -value differential was under 25% for 11 out of 20 FSFs. However, 37 out of 45 BE FSFs in eukaryoviruses had an f -value of 25% or greater in eukaryotic proteomes than the corresponding f -value in bacterial proteomes (Table S5) indicating that eukaryoviruses perhaps did not engage in genetic exchange directly from Bacteria (or bacterioviruses).
To test, we divided eukaryoviruses into five subgroups representing viruses of fungi, plants, metazoa, protozoa, and invertebrates-plants (viruses that can replicate in both plants and insect vectors), as defined by the NCBI Viral Genomes Resource (Figure 4) . FSF distributions of the five subgroups of eukaryoviruses were mapped to the seven Venn groups already defined for eukaryoviruses (Figure 2) . The majority of eukaryoviruses belonged to metazoa (n = 1,057) and plant hosts (963) revealing strong biases in the sequencing of human infection, livestock and agriculture related viruses. Interestingly, only 27 viruses were associated to protozoa. These viruses encoded a total of 291 FSFs (the second largest amongst the five eukaryoviral subgroups after 306 FSFs of metazoan viruses). This is expected since protozoa act as natural hosts of many "giant viruses" (e.g., Acanthamoeba polyphaga), which surpass parasitic cellular species both in particle and genome sizes and sometimes encode more than a thousand proteins (La Scola Boxplots display the distribution of f-values (number of proteomes in a superkingdom encoding an FSF divided by the total number of proteomes in that superkingdom) for BE FSFs unique to bacterioviruses, unique to eukaryoviruses, and common to both the bacterial and eukaryal proteomes (see also Table S5 ). P-values were calculated from two-sample Welch t-tests. al., 2003; Arslan et al., 2011; Philippe et al., 2013; Legendre et al., 2015) . However, out of the total 65 BE FSFs detected in eukaryoviruses (Figure 2) , 40 (62%) were detected in metazoan viruses and 32 (49%) in protozoan viruses (overlap of 14 common FSFs) (Figure 4) . Animals are known hosts for symbiotic bacteria and also harbor large microbiota communities, especially in the gastrointestinal tract that is considered to be a "melting pot" for HGT (Shterzer and Mizrahi, 2015) . Similarly, freeliving amoeba (e.g., Acanthamoeba) are notorious reservoirs for both facultative and obligate intracellular bacteria and serve as "training grounds" to facilitate bacterial adaptation in eukaryotic cells (Barker and Brown, 1994; Molmeret et al., 2005) . These two eukaryotic host subgroups therefore provide ample opportunities for eukaryoviruses to exchange genetic material either directly with bacterial proteomes or through prophages integrated in bacterial genomes.
The ABE and Virus-Specific Protein Folds (V) Provide Unique Insights into Viral Origins and Evolution
The ABE group was the largest Venn group for viruses of the three superkingdoms (i.e., 93 ABE FSFs out of 98 total FSFs in archaeoviruses, 319 out of 441 in bacterioviruses, and 315 out of 449 in eukaryoviruses, Figure 2) . The ABE domains are, by definition, detected in the proteomes of all three superkingdoms and are more likely to evolve vertically and hold a deep history Caetano-Anollés, 2013, 2015) . Indeed, ABE domains were widespread in cellular species (median f -value > 0.6 for all, Figure 5 ) and were enriched in "cell-like" functions such as metabolism, information, DNA repair, among others, and occasionally viral proteins (Tables S2-S4) . Therefore, the ABE group stands in contrast to the "viral-like" nature of the other Venn groups, especially, B and E FSFs that had limited spread in cellular proteomes ( Table 1) . The presence of a large number of universal "cell-like" proteins in viral proteomes is therefore intriguing and worthy of exploration. It suggests two possible scenarios. First, the detection of ABE FSFs in viral proteomes effectively transforms ABE into an ABEV group, which now represents a large core of (near)-universal FSF domains shared by both cells and viruses. The mere existence of this FSF core supports an early "cell-like" phase in the evolution of modern viruses, an idea that has recently become popular (Nasir et al., 2012a,b) following the discovery of several "giant viruses" that overlap parasitic cells in physical and genome size (La Scola et al., 2003; Philippe et al., 2013; Legendre et al., 2014 Legendre et al., , 2015 . Under this proposal, viruses are secondarily acellular as they either "escaped" or "reduced" from primordial cells before these cells diversified into superkingdoms (Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015, see Schulz et al., 2017 for an opposite view). In an alternative second scenario, the ABEV group points to recent HGTs occurring between viruses and cells in either direction, more likely from cell-to-virus considering the cell-like nature of ABE FSFs. It is important to note that a single HGT event is sufficient to invoke transformation from the ABE to the ABEV group. For example, ABE FSFs can be transferred directly from Archaea to archaeoviruses, from Bacteria to bacterioviruses, and Eukarya to eukaryoviruses, in addition to indirect crosssuperkingdom genetic transfers. All of these transfers suffice for ABE to ABEV transformation.
To evaluate these alternatives, we pooled the ABE FSFs of archaeoviruses (n = 93), bacterioviruses (319), and eukaryoviruses (315) into a non-redundant list of 442 FSFs (Table S6) . Next, we dissected the 442 FSFs into seven new Venn groups: a (ABE FSFs detected only in the proteomes of archaeoviruses), b (ABE FSFs detected only in bacterioviruses), e (ABE FSFs detected only in eukaryoviruses), ab (ABE FSFs detected only in prokaryotic viruses), ae (ABE FSFs detected only in archaeoviruses and eukaryoviruses), be (ABE FSFs detected only in bacterioviruses and eukaryoviruses), and abe (ABE FSFs detected in archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses) (Figure 6 ). This classification enabled evaluation of virus-tovirus HGTs in contrast to either virus-to-cell or cell-to-virus candidate HGT events postulated above. The majority of the ABE FSFs were part of the be group (n = 130) once again suggesting relatively high activity of cross-superkingdom genetic exchange between bacterioviruses and eukaryoviruses (or their cellular proteomes) possibly driven by bacteria-eukarya lifestyle affiliations or, as an alternative, loss of these FSFs in archaeoviruses. The next larger groups included e (117) and b (102) (Figure 6 ). These could represent direct HGT events from bacterial proteomes to bacterioviruses and eukaryal proteomes to eukaryoviruses, respectively.
A total of 66 ABE FSFs were detected in the proteomes of archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses (Venn group abe), again enriched in cell-like functions (highlighted in Table S6 ). The abe "universal" or "core" group of FSFs therefore included FSFs detected in the proteomes of all virus groups (archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses) and the three superkingdoms (Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya). While significant cross-superkingdom indirect genetic exchange cannot be ruled out, the possibility of the same HGT event occurring three times independently and in different ecological habitats should be considered unlikely. The origin of abe FSFs is therefore better and more parsimoniously reconciled with an origin of modern viral lineages in ancient cells that existed prior to the diversification of cellular life and experienced high levels of genome reduction (Nasir et al., 2012a; Claverie and Abergel, 2016) . One interesting observation was the existence of only 2 FSFs belonging to the ae group. An origin of Eukarya from within Archaea has recently been postulated following the reconstruction of the genomes of the candidate archaeal phylum "Lokiarchaeota" and "Asgard" archaea (Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al., 2017), which harbor several eukaryote-specific proteins (Guy et al., 2014; Spang et al., 2015 , see Nasir et al., 2016 Da Cunha et al., 2017 for opposite views). Under this scenario, one should expect stronger affiliation of eukaryoviruses with archaeoviruses, which however does not materialize in the FSF data.
FIGURE 5 | ABE FSFs are widespread in the proteomes of Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. The f-value (number of proteomes in a superkingdom encoding an FSF / total number of proteomes in that superkingdom) distribution is plotted for the ABE Venn group of FSF domains for archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses. The three boxplots in each viral group describe FSF spread individually for Archaea (A), Bacteria (B), and Eukarya (E). also Table S6 ).
Finally, 10 and 55 virus-specific FSFs (V) were detected in the proteomes of bacterioviruses and eukaryoviruses, respectively (none in archaeoviruses, Figure 2 , Table 2 ). These protein domains represent crucial viral functions involved in viral pathogenicity and virion synthesis and could therefore become hot targets for designing novel therapeutics against contemporary viruses. Their origin however cannot be attributed to cell-to-virus HGT, as these FSFs are completely absent in cellular proteomes. They could originate either directly in viral lineages during replication inside host cells (refer to the "virocell" concept, Forterre, 2011) or represent ancient proteins relics of an early origin of viruses. Testing either of these two scenarios via data-driven approaches remains an open challenge though insights are starting to emerge (Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015) . 
DISCUSSION
A simple comparative genomic analysis calculating the spread of viral protein domain structure FSFs in reported host and non-host cellular proteomes revealed that proteomes of virus hosts harbored several viral hallmark proteins necessary for virion assembly and successful viral infection cycles ( Table 1) . These viral hallmark proteins however were absent from the majority of closely-related organisms within the same superkingdom indicating that their rare presence in some host cellular proteomes could be an outcome of virus-to-cell gene transfer. In turn, proteomes not presumed to serve as natural hosts for viruses also shared homologous FSFs with viral proteomes. These FSFs included both viral-and cell-like proteins. This was especially obvious for FSFs shared between bacterioviruses and eukaryotic proteomes indicating either direct or indirect cross-superkingdom genetic exchange. This sharing could have been driven by the endosymbiotic and pathogenic lifestyle of bacteria that sometimes associate with eukaryotic cells. Interestingly, despite sharing the same ecosystem with Bacteria (e.g., the human gastrointestinal tract, Lurie-Weinberger and Gophna, 2015), our results suggested that little or no FSF sharing (or genetic exchange) occurred between archaeoviruses and the proteomes of Bacteria and Eukarya (e.g., AB was 1 and AE 0 in archaeoviruses, Figure 2 ). Bacteria are established pathogens and (endo)-symbionts of eukaryotes but Archaea are not known to infect eukaryotic organisms (Aminov, 2013) . The membranes of Archaea also differ in lipid composition with the membranes of Bacteria and Eukarya (ether-linked vs. esterlinked, Jain et al., 2014) , along with other differences (Gill and Brinkman, 2011) . These differences could therefore pose a barrier for archaeoviruses to cross/traverse bacterial and eukaryal membranes and participate in horizontal genetic exchange. In contrast and thanks to the relatively similar lipid organization of Bacteria and Eukarya, bacterioviruses may either directly traverse eukaryotic membranes or alternatively transduce benign bacterial species into human pathogens by transferring virulence factors , which in turn infect Eukarya. As stated by Gill and Brinkman (2011) , "eukaryotic viruses infect eukaryotes, and bacteriophages transduce Bacteria, which allows them to infect Eukarya". Moreover, there are many more known examples of obligate and facultative intracellular bacteria (e.g., Chlamydia, Rickettsia, Mycoplasma) in eukaryotes. Therefore, viral infection of bacterial endosymbionts or prophage integration into their genomes will create more opportunities for genetic interactions with eukaryoviruses and eukaryotic proteomes explaining more "crosstalk" between bacterioviruses and Eukarya (and perhaps eukaryoviruses and Bacteria) than between archaeoviruses and Bacteria/Eukarya. However, it must be noted that both archaeoviruses and archaeal species are relatively underrepresented in sequence databases. Thus, a global picture of the true contribution of archaeoviruses and archaeal proteomes to protein structure space remains elusive despite increased metagenome sequencing efforts. Indeed, Archaea constitute an important part of the animal microbiota (Hoffmann et al., 2013; Lurie-Weinberger and Gophna, 2015) , an ecosystem that is considered a "hot spot" for genetic exchange (Shterzer and Mizrahi, 2015) . A large cohort of universal protein domains shared between archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, eukaryoviruses, Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya, was also detected that provides support to an ancient co-existence of viral and cellular ancestors before the rise of a diversified cellular world (abe FSFs, highlighted in Table S6 ), a scenario supported by a recent large-scale phylogenomic study (Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015 ) and a number of philosophical arguments (Claverie and Abergel, 2016) . Cross-superkingdom genetic transfers were also likely after the rise of diversified cellular lineages. In turn, the list of virus-specific protein domains (Table 2 ) provides a useful set of molecular targets for antiviral research.
The comparative genomic approach presented here is useful to postulate data-driven hypotheses regarding viral evolution, especially because large-scale sequence-based phylogenetic analysis on viral genes and genomes is sometimes prohibitive due to high nucleotide and amino acid sequence variability within and between viral genome groups. The comparative genomic approach however does suffer from some limitations. First, in the absence of phylogenetic reconstruction, structural similarities are considered homologies. Protein domain sharing could be a result of convergent evolution, HGT and vertical evolution. However, protein domains grouped into FSFs are believed to have evolved from a common evolutionary ancestor and thus cannot (by SCOP definitions) be subject to convergent evolution. Specifically, the interlocking of amino acid side-chains in the buried cores of protein domain structures represents a distinctive "fingerprint, " which is recognizable among member domains of any particular superfamily. Amino acid substitutions that occur over evolutionary timespans do not distort the 3D fingerprint characteristic of each superfamily without risking loss of the protein fold, and ultimately its biochemical function (e.g., bacterial MreB and FtsZ proteins that are prokaryotic homologs of eukaryotic actin and tubulin, respectively). That is the reason why despite low sequence identities, member protein domains of SCOP FSFs share recognizable structural and biochemical similarities, which are taken as evidence for common origin. Empirically, the odds of originating the same fingerprint (a product of multiple interactions occurring between many amino acid side chains) independently are considered to be extremely low (e.g., between 3 and 5% in Gough, 2005) . In other words, each known fold or FSF is a unique discovery in evolution. Given the small number of expected folds that exist in nature (∼1,500), convergence becomes an unlikely scenario.
Second, HGT can transfer protein domains and thus increase their representation in modern proteomes. We used the f -value as a proxy to evaluate the relative evolutionary spread of each FSF in cellular proteomes. When linked with the biochemical function of the protein fold (i.e., viral-like or cellular-like), the analysis indicated a likely direction of gene transfer (i.e., virus-to-cell or cell-to-virus). For example, FSFs involved in a viral hallmark function such as virion synthesis and/or capsid assembly that had negligible presence in either host or nonhost superkingdoms (e.g., f < 1%) were treated as candidate virus-to-cell gene transfers. In turn, FSFs involved in cellular functions such as metabolism that were widespread among cellular proteomes (e.g., f > 60%) were treated as cell-to-virus candidate HGTs, except when these FSFs were also detected in the three virus groups (i.e., the abe group of 66 "universal" FSFs). This approach of inferring a qualitative likelihood of HGT is thus similar to the method of detecting anomalous phylogenetic distributions of genes where rare presence of a gene in closely related members is more likely a result of HGT rather than vertical evolution, especially because the latter would require invoking multiple events of gene loss that are less parsimonious than considering fewer HGT events (Philippe and Douady, 2003) . The f -value approach is especially useful for viral genes that exhibit fast mutation rates and prohibit utilizing genome-scale alignment-dependent phylogenetic analysis (Abroi and Gough, 2011; Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015) .
Third, it can be argued that the f -value may not reflect phylogenetic diversity. For example, an f -value of 0.05 indicates rare presence but the FSF could be specific to a particular phylum or group of organisms (e.g., Firmicutes). However, and to emphasize, the f -value was coupled with known biochemical functions of the protein fold, i.e., viral-like (e.g., virion assembly) or cell-like (e.g., metabolism) functions, which was then used as composite variable to postulate the direction of candidate HGT event (see Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2013 for previous applications of the approach). When the molecular function of an FSF is well-known (i.e., cell-like or virus-like), it becomes easier to postulate a direction of gene transfer and to also exclude convergence as an alternative scenario. Moreover, FSFs that are specific to only one phylum (or a group of organisms) are likely not to be inherited vertically but after the divergence from the common ancestor of that group, a time period that follows virus-cell divergence.
Fourth, we raise the issue of coverage of viral proteomes, where coverage is defined by the number of viral genes (proteins) with significant homologs in either sequence or structure databases. We have previously shown that roughly >60% of viral proteins did not match to known FSFs (Figure 2B in Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015) . It is already well-known that the majority of viral genes lack sequence homologies, putatively termed ORFans (Ogata and Claverie, 2007; Yin and Fischer, 2008; Cortez et al., 2009) . These viral genes either evolved fast and hence are no longer recognizable at either sequence or structure levels, or represent genes that originated directly in viruses (Forterre, 2011 ) (e.g., VSFs in Table 2 ). Determining the origin of viral ORFans remains an open and important question in virology research.
Finally, we only considered f -values of virus-encoded FSFs in cellular proteomes and not in viral proteomes. Viruses are notorious for encoding small-sized genomes that are likely a result of extreme genome reduction (Nasir et al., 2012a; Claverie and Abergel, 2013) . In a recent analysis, we showed that only three viral FSFs had an f -value of over 0.3 (Nasir and CaetanoAnollés, 2015) . This result is unsurprising considering that the 3,440 viruses of this study belong to seven different replication strategies, infect the many diverse groups of cellular organisms (see Nasir et al., 2014 for a mapping of virus replicons to their hosts), and in general harbor genomes and particle sizes that are minimalistic. The tendency of viruses to reduce genome size over long evolutionary timespans has effectively led to loss of information when extant virus genomes are comparatively analyzed with cellular genomes. Indeed, no single FSF could be detected in all seven viral replicon types (Nasir and CaetanoAnollés, 2015) . Therefore, we caution the readers that the strategy reported in this study takes a modern-day snapshot of the proteomes of both viruses and cellular organisms and does not benefit from phylogenomic reconstruction. It is also dependent on the size of available genomic databases that are severely underrepresented, especially, in archaeal and viral genome sequences. However, we do not expect that sequencing and discovery of novel viral and cellular lineages will drastically compromise our conclusions since we used a very strict threshold (e.g., f < 1%) in classifying an FSF to be acquired horizontally from viruses along with investigation of its biochemical function (e.g., virion synthesis). That is, future discovery of a virushallmark FSF in hundreds of newly sequenced genomes of a superkingdom that would significantly increase the f -values should be considered a highly unlikely event. However, discovery of novel viruses/cellular lineages can definitely add more virus-derived genes in cellular organisms thus adding to the lists of virus-acquired genes in cells or virus-specific genes ( Table 2) . Moreover, we restricted our analysis to the reference genomes of viruses and corresponding host organisms and to coding DNA. The next logical step is to perform a similar exercise on viruses recovered from metagenomic samples that are increasingly populating bioinformatics databases due to the continuous decline in sequencing cost and availability of fast and reliable high-throughput sequencing platforms. However, it can be sometimes challenging to establish host tropism in metagenome samples. Furthermore, there is no single universal gene (i.e., ribosomal RNA gene in cellular organisms) that can taxonomically classify short sequencing reads of viral metagenomes (Rohwer and Edwards, 2002) . That is why we restricted our analysis to only well-curated reference genomes with virus host information available from experimental studies. Similarly, many viral genetic elements are permanently integrated into cellular genomes (Katzourakis and Gifford, 2010) . This DNA also originated in viruses and thus should be considered the horizontal transfer of non-coding virus-to-cell transfer. While the virology community remains divided whether or not to include viruses in the realm of life (Claverie and Ogata, 2009; Moreira and Lopez-Garcia, 2009; Forterre, 2016) , there have been recent important phylogenomic data-driven breakthroughs unfolding viral origins (Nasir and Caetano-Anollés, 2015) . Past events such as FSFs lost via reductive evolution or species extinction leading to loss of ancestral FSFs cannot be accounted for in this analysis without phylogenomic reconstruction. Moreover, inferences drawn in this study are best parsimonious explanations consistent with reported data and lead to testable hypotheses. It is expected that a global dissection of viral and host proteomes will inspire debates and improve studies to better understand viral-host coevolution.
METHODS
Data Retrieval and Manipulation
Proteome data used in this study was taken from Nasir and Caetano-Anollés (2015) . In brief, a total of 190,610 protein sequences corresponding to 3,966 completely-sequenced reference genomes of viruses that were available on the NCBI Viral Genomes Resource in June 2014 (Brister et al., 2015) were downloaded. Reference virus genomes are well-curated first genomes submitted for any virus species. Subsequent submissions of new genomes for that virus species are termed "genome neighbors." In our study, we only kept reference viral genomes, corresponding to any of the seven known viral replicon types (i.e., dsDNA, ssDNA, plus-ssRNA, minus-ssRNA, dsRNA, and retrotranscribing viruses) and excluding genomic neighbors, viruses that were listed as either "unclassified" or "unassigned" and deltaviruses.
Protein Structure Assignment
Viral proteins were scanned against a library of hidden Markov models (HMMs) (Gough et al., 2001; Gough and Chothia, 2002) maintained by the SUPERFAMILY database (ver. 1.75) (de Lima Morais et al., 2011) to detect SCOP FSFs using stringent Evalue cutoff of 10 −4 . Viral genomes with no hits were discarded from the analysis. This reduced the viral dataset to include a total of 3,460 viruses including 1,649 dsDNA, 534 ssDNA, 166 dsRNA, 991 ssRNA, and 120 retrotranscribing viruses. Virus host information was available for 3,440/3,460 viruses (Bao et al., 2004) and was used to identify 62 archaeoviruses, 1,223 bacterioviruses, and 2,155 eukaryoviruses (Table S1 ). In parallel, pre-calculated FSF assignments for ∼11 million proteins encoded by the completely-sequenced genomes of a total of 1,620 cellular organisms including 122 Archaea, 1,115 Bacteria, and 383 Eukarya were retrieved directly from the local installation of SUPERFAMILY MySQL database (July 2014). HMM assignments for viral proteomes can be downloaded from https://figshare. com/articles/Nasir_and_Caetano-Anolles_2015_zip/4833641.
Calculation of FSF Spread in Proteomes
The spread of each viral FSF in proteomes was calculated by an f -value, which represents the number of proteomes in a superkingdom (or virus group) encoding an FSF divided by the total number of proteomes in that superkingdom (or group). The resulting statistic is given on a scale from 0 to 1 indicating range from either complete absence (i.e., f -value = 0) to ubiquitous presence (f -value = 1). The index does not evaluate how heterogeneous is that distribution.
Determination of Virus-to-Cell and Cell-to-Virus HGT Events
Two factors were considered when postulating the direction of gene transfer (Figure 1 ): (i) the reported biochemical function of an FSF (e.g., virion synthesis or ATP synthesis), and (ii) spread of that FSF in the proteomes of cellular superkingdom(s). For example, if an FSF involved in capsid assembly (a virus hallmark function) was detected in only few cellular proteomes (e.g., <1%), then this FSF was determined to have transferred horizontally from virus-to-cell. In turn, if an FSF involved in cellular hallmark function (e.g., metabolism) and widespread in cellular proteomes (e.g., >60% presence) was detected in some viral proteomes then this was FSF was determined to have transferred horizontally from cell to viruses. The exception would be the presence of "cell-like" FSFs in the proteomes of all three virus groups, i.e., archaeoviruses, bacterioviruses, and eukaryoviruses, suggesting a cellular co-existence between viral and cellular ancestors prior to diversification of modern life (Nasir et al., 2012a,b) . Thus, both the FSF spread and its biochemical function were considered when postulating the direction of gene transfer.
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